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The Dream!

Anoothi was born to create sustenance, to provide sustenance. Like 

Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth! 

Anoothi is a social enterprise for women, of women, by women. We
aim at and work for TRUE empowerment of women from marginalized
and oppressed communities. This means that Anoothi provides
Direction, Support and Autonomy to these women so that they
can find means to live a life of dignity and independence. Since its
inception in 2002, Anoothi has come a long way and currently has
over 500 women working as apprentices, artisans, senior artisans,
trainers and managers who make beautiful hand crafted products
using traditional skills of India.



Anoothi  Women

Anoothi has an extraordinary perspective:

The women who are rescued from abject poverty and perpetual abuse and
exploitation are not simply there in Anoothi to earn their economic
independence. They have a higher purpose – to help others to evolve too and
to support them in transforming their lives just the way they could experience
it themselves. And therefore, whatever resources are generated through
Anoothi, after paying the artisans for their hard work, Anoothi donates a
percentage of its profits for the education of poor children, especially young
girls.

Team work and Transparency are our major ethos! Anoothi welcomes the
creative involvement of the buyers while our artisans make their customized
product. If you wish to enjoy the process of creating beautiful products and
also be part of the transition that occurs in lives of those in and around us,

Anoothi is the right place to go! Do contact us if you wish to have

customized products made EXCLUSIVELY for you!



We are a team of enthusiastic, compassionate and optimistic

women from all walks of life. While we are proud to be good artisans,
our limitations with technology will be very conspicuous from our
presentation here. We, however, make an attempt to show you some
of our products in the following section of the catalogue.
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Bed Spread and quilts
Anoothi Catalogue

Material used: Cotton sheeting, Mal-Mal, cotton threads,  Azo free dyes , 
organic colors

Art/skill used: Kantha, hand-block print using wooden handcrafted blocks, 
tassels, Tie & Dye.

Interesting facts: The oral tradition of Chhippa community of Sanganer,
Jaipur incorporate a myth to explain the source of their inherited dye and print
knowledge. It is said that a pious man named Namdeo had a dream where he
was explained the process of vegetable dyeing. He shared the dream with his
friends who gratefully and happily began working as per the instructed steps.
The popularity of this parable reinforces the traditional belief that the Indian
crafts result from the harmony existing between religious devotion and the
practice of art - The process of creating colors on cloth is a religious act and the
ability of natural dyes to impregnate cotton with color evokes mystical
connotations. Sant Namdeo is omnipresent in the streets and alleys of modern
Sanganer.

Artisan story: Asha is working with Anoothi since 12 years. It was difficult to
convince her to come for initial training as she could not to leave her small
children and ailing husband alone at home. Today she is Anoothi‟s highly skilled
seamstress and supports her entire family including her daughter‟s college
education. Her daughter is also trained in Kantha and earns by doing pieces at
home.



Baby Beddings 
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Material used: Cotton Sheeting, Mal-Mal,  (Thread Count 40-40 & 80-92), 
Cotton Threads,  Azo free dyes , Organic colors.

Art/skill used: Kantha, hand-block print using wooden handcrafted blocks, 
tassels, Tie & Dye.

Interesting facts: Exclusive baby bedding is not a typical Indian thing as
Indian babies sleep tucked warmly in between its parents comforted by
mother‟s constant touch. During an informal dialogue between a group of
Scottish volunteers and Anoothi artisans, to the question as to „Till what age
you would have your children sleep by your side in your bed?”, the artisan‟s
prompt response was – “Till they get married!”

Artisan story: Kesri is a very cheerful and lively grandmother of three little
little children. She was one of Anoothi‟s very first artisans, who joined our semi
precious stone jewelry project back in 2008. Working with Anoothi was her first
ever experience of working outside of four walls of her house. Even though she
is illiterate and never traveled outside her village, she is a very open minded
person. She encouraged her daughter-in-law to get trained at Anoothi who now
makes intricate Kantha designs on the baby beddings we make.



Recycled  Fabric Furnishings
Anoothi Catalogue

Material used: Old, abandoned cotton Sarees, old tattered bed sheets.

Art/skill used: Kantha, tassels,  dyeing.

Interesting facts: Quilting, patching and appliqué are some of the oldest forms
of applied techniques in textiles. Multi-layered quilts held together with Kantha
were first known to be used by poor people in India. To protect her children from
severe cold, the Mother would stitch layers of her old Sarees for making these
quilts. The Sanskrit word kontha means “rags”, it has a religious connection and
the pieces of cloth stitched together used to denote family unity. It was and still is,
a collective occupation and helps in social participation. The Sanskrit verse - “
Sanaih kantha Sanaih pantha, sanaih parvata-mastake” meaning „slowly one
stitches rags, slowly one traverse the path and slowly one climbs to the top of the
mountain‟ speaks well about the significance of small pieces of cloths.

Artisan story: Lalita though comes from a poor farming family and was raised
with orthodox rural traditions, she had a strong desire to do something nice and
creative with her time. She convinced her husband to let her explore work at
Anoothi about which she heard from one of the village women. With her amazing
zeal and enthusiasm, Lalita has mastered the hand block printing as well as
Kantha work. She is an inspiration to the other artisans and a great asset for
Anoothi.



Cushions & Pillows 

Anoothi Catalogue

Material used: Cotton Sheeting, Mal-Mal,  (Thread Count 40-40 & 80-92), 
Cotton Threads,  Azo free dyes, Organic dyes.

Art/skill used: Kantha, hand-block print using wooden handcrafted blocks, 
tassels, dip-dyeing, Tie & Dye

Interesting facts: Many tribal and folk cultures create PAISLEY, the much
loved block print motif, from the hand print made by the little finger side of a
closed hand. The paisley pattern can be traced back to ancient Babylon where a
teardrop shape was used as a symbol to represent a growing shoot of date palm.
Paisley is also depicted as the Hindu purna-ghat meaning the pot of plenty!

Artisan story: Mamta was an ordinary rural girl who was raised in a very
conservative family. She was sent to school for a few days but as she was not too
keen to attend, her parents kept her at home to do the household chores and to
look after her younger siblings. She was married off at the age of fifteen and by
the time she was nineteen, she had three children. Her husband, who is a
carpenter, does not have a regular income and thus raising three children
became a big challenge for them. Her husband was initially reluctant to let
Mamta go out and explore livelihood options but then relented seeing her
determination. Today, Mamta is one of the best seamstresses of Anoothi.



Table cloth, runners, napkins, mats

Anoothi Catalogue

Material used: Cotton Sheeting, Mal-Mal,  (Thread Count 40-40 & 80-92), 
Cotton Threads,  Azo free dyes 

Art/skill used: Kantha, hand-block print using wooden handcrafted blocks, 
tassles.

Interesting facts: Tablecloths have been in use since the Middle Ages in all
but the very poorest homes. Linen as a table covering started with the
aristocracy in France and Italy and spread throughout Europe as well as
through the social classes. Cotton and silk also became
popular table coverings. The earliest accounts of tablecloths in history were
attributed to a poet named Martial in 103 AD, and they were believed to have
been used to sop up spills and keep the tables generally clean.

Artisan story: Lakshmi is one of the oldest artisans of Anoothi. About 10
years ago when she came for the first time, everyone was impressed with her
boldness and curious nature. She asked lot of questions and still does! Her
presence can not be missed and her loud laughters can be heard everywhere
and all the time. She has developed her skill in assisting in every art form that
is part of Anoothi products and thus is a very versatile member of the team.
Even though barely educated, Lakshmi manages the stock and inventory at
Anoothi.



Bags & Pouches
Anoothi Catalogue

Material used: Cotton Sheeting, Mal-Mal,  Canvas, Jute, Khadi, recycled 
fabric, cotton Threads,  Azo free dyes 

Art/skill used: Kantha, hand-block print using wooden handcrafted blocks, 
tassels, Tie & Dye.

Interesting facts: The oldest bag preserved in history is from “the Tyrolean
Iceman.” This nickname was given to a well-preserved natural mummy. The
man reportedly lived between 3400 and 3100 BCE. He was found near the
Similaun mountain on the border between Austria and Italy. The Iceman has
the oldest known bag which dates back to more than 5000 years ago. In
ancient times, the bag was also known as a pouch. Constructed out of durable
leather or precious cloth and overall, the pouch stored valuables such as coins.

Artisan story: Chanda was about three when she arrived at Vatsalya
Children‟s Village along with her elder sister. Their parents had died leaving
them on their own. She was a quiet and introvert child and continues to be the
same. Never too keen on school education, she studied up to tenth grade and
then began to learn block printing and cooking. It took her some time to settle
down with the block print as a career and when she finally did, she surprised
everyone! Her focus when she does the block printing is simply admirable.
Chanda is one of the youngest artisans of Anoothi.



Scarves & Stoles or Dupatta
Anoothi Catalogue

Material used: Mal-Mal,  (Thread Count 40-40 & 80-92), organic colors, Azo free 
dyes 

Art/skill used: Hand-block print using wooden handcrafted blocks, Tie & Dye, 
tassels.

Interesting facts: The traditional dupatta has been worn in South Asia since
centuries. The people of Vedic India wore three garments – nivil, vasas, and
adhivasa. The adhivasa was a garment similar to the dupatta of present times.
During the vedic times, the dupatta was worn both by men and women, unlike the
present day scenario. The dupatta with time gradually evolved and went on from
being a fabric for practical purposes to something that complimented the overall
dressing of a woman such as coordinating suits. The billowing length has been
reduced from two and a half meters to around two meters.

Artisan story: Oma lives in a small village in a one-room apartment with her four
little daughters and her husband. Despite the disapproval and resistance of her in-
laws, Oma got herself trained in the Block-Printing work that was offered to her by
Vatsalya. She walked two miles daily to learn the skill and she never missed a day.
Today, she is one of the BEST when it comes to block printing. Over a cup of tea one
day, Oma said: "I leave four of my little girls and come to work. It breaks my heart to
leave the smallest one, who is just 6 months. I have to miss giving her at least two
feeds as I am away for work and that's the worst thing I think I am doing to my
child..” But then she goes on to add with a sad smile that with the money she is
earning, she will give all her daughters a good education.



Curtains 
Anoothi
Catalogue

Material used: Cotton Sheeting, Mal-Mal, Cambric,  Organdy, cotton threads,  
Azo free dyes 

Art/skill used: Hand-block print using wooden handcrafted blocks, Tie & Dye, 
tassels. 

Interesting facts: Egyptians invented curtains in 3rd Century B.C. The very
first curtains were made of animal hides and hung in doorways with hooks.
However, through the years the Egyptians spun textiles from flax and linen at
first, followed by wool, silk, and cotton. Another discovery of curtain panels
dates back to the 6th and 7th Centuries B.C. in ruins from Olynthus civilization in
modern Greece and from Pompeii and Herculaneum civilizations in modern
Italy. It is believed these people used curtain panels to divide rooms, as opposed
to the present day window treatment or simply for aesthetic reasons.

Artisan story: Saroj is a true role model for many of our artisans who, owing to
cultural and social restrictions, fear to take bold decisions and follow their
dreams. After being asked to leave her in-laws‟ house on account of being too
strong and independent in her attitude, Saroj raised her three daughters and a
son mostly by herself as her husband, who worked as an interstate bus driver,
often remained away for days and weeks at a time. Saroj joined Vatsalya's block-
printing training, and ever since, has never taken a break. She has not only
acquired mastery over the skill, she has mobilized dozens of other women from
her village. They come and ask us to transform them like Saroj!



Apparels
Anoothi Catalogue

Material used: Cambric, cotton, organic cotton,  khadi, silk, Mal-Mal., cotton 
threads,  Azo free dyes, organic dyes.

Art/skill used: Kantha, hand-block print using wooden handcrafted blocks, 
tassels, Tie & Dye.

Interesting facts: Historically renowned for block printing, the bustling town of
Sanganer in Jaipur evokes an almost mythical association with hand printed cloth.
It is believed that the social upheavals that occurred during the wars of Mughal
Emperor Aurangzeb during the late 17th may have forced Gujarati hand block
printers to flee to Rajasthan. Royal patronage fuelled domestic trade and
eventually launched the work of the Sanganeri craftspeople into the international
arena. The arrival of young western hippies seeking the „true Indian experience‟
resulted in block printing renaissance during the 1960. A tradition was
reinvigorated.

Artisan story: Poonam is a young enthusiastic girl with a lot of potentials. She
comes from Rajput community where traditions and rituals govern the life and life
style. Poonam, who is bold and modern could spend all her earnings in having a
good life for herself. She, however, chose to help her father repay a huge loan the
family had to take during some crisis. She is proud to be doing what a typical
orthodox family thinks is a “Son‟s‟ duty. Whenever she has a free moment,
Poonam creates new designs and makes beautiful dresses.



Children's ClothingAnoothi Catalogue

Material used: Cotton, organic cotton, Mal-Mal,  khadi, silk, cambric., cotton threads,  
Azo free dyes, organic dyes. 

Art/skill used: Kantha, hand-block print using wooden handcrafted blocks, tassels. Tie & 
Dye, tassels.

Interesting facts: Before the early-twentieth century, clothing worn by young children
shared a distinctive common feature-their clothing lacked gender distinction. The origins of
this aspect of children's clothing stem from the sixteenth century, when European men and
older boys began wearing doublets paired with breeches. Previously, both males and
females of all ages had worn some type of gown, robe, or tunic. Once men began wearing
bifurcated garments, male and female clothing became much more distinct. Breeches were
reserved for men and older boys, while the members of society subordinate to men
continued to wear skirted garments. To modern eyes, it may appear that when little boys of
the past were attired in skirts or dresses, they were dressed "like girls," but to their
contemporaries, boys and girls were simply dressed alike in clothing appropriate for small
children.

Artisan story: Mumtaz is 33 but has seen too much of life. Born in extremely poor
family, married of at a very young age Mumtaz never attended any formal education. Her
husband is a lorry driver whose income is too insufficient to feed the family of eight
members, let alone pay the school fee for four small children. She is still a trainee and still
learning to make “A” grade products. Although she does not qualify for a regular salary, the
random payments she gets from Anoothi does help. Once her training is complete, she will
be working full time with Anoothi and get a decent monthly salary.



Toys and Tassel toys 

Anoothi Catalogue

Material used: Cotton sheeting, Mal-Mal,  Canvas, cambric,  recycled fabric, 
cotton threads,  cotton  stuffing, beads, bells.

Art/skill used: Kantha, hand-block print using wooden handcrafted blocks, 
tassels.

Interesting facts: India has a rich legacy in toy-making. Historically Indian toys
date back to 5000 years. The excavated toys and dolls found in Harappa and
Mohenjo-Daro included small carts, dancing woman, etc. The stuffed toys, however,
originated in Steiff Company of Germany in the late 19th century and gained
popularity following the creation of the Teddy Bear in the US in 1903.

Artisan story: Sapna was barely three years old when she arrived at Vatsalya‟s
residential care program. Youngest of four siblings, she was everyone‟s favorite in
the campus. Sapna was not too keen on studies, however, she did get the tenth
grade certificate and then began to talk about what she wanted to do. From wanting
to become a Nurse then a Teacher then a Fashion Designer, she finally settled down
to work as an apprentice in Anoothi. This seems like a good beginning for her and
as she assist others in Anoothi, she is trying to figure out what exactly she would do
after some experience. As of now she seems to be happily settling down with her
versatile role in Anoothi.



Masks
Anoothi Catalogue

Material used: Cotton, Khadi, Mal-Mal,  Cambric , Cotton Threads,  Azo free 
dyes , organic colors

Art/skill used: Kantha, hand-block print using wooden handcrafted blocks, 
tassels, Tie & Dye.

Interesting facts: Nancy Tomes, distinguished professor of history at Stony
Brook University who has written about public health measures during the
Spanish Flu in 1918 says while there were pockets of resistance to mask-wearing
in 1918-1919, it was not widespread. It‟s still difficult to say how effective mask-
wearing on its own was, what is clear is that communities that implemented
stronger health measures including wearing masks, overall fared better than
those that didn‟t.

Artisan story: Sita was the brightest of the four siblings brought to Vatsalya
after their parents died leaving them on the streets of Ajmer. Gentle and shy,
Sita is a sincere and hard working block print artisan of Anoothi. As she grew up
in Vatsalya‟s residential care program, she passed 12th grade and also acquired
Black Belt in Karate. As she turned 16, she began learning block printing and
today when she is 19, she has mastered the skill too well. Her printing is accurate
and precise. She also teaches how to block print to the international volunteers
who come to Vatsalya and Anoothi besides teaching Karate to children in
Vatsalya school.
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S.n Product Name Product Type 
Size 

Amount in INR

Light  design
Medium 
design

Heavy 
design

1 Double Bedsheet Block Print Furnishing product 90*108Inch 1200 1700 2200

2 Pillow Cover Block Print Furnishing product 20*26 Inch 400 500 600

3 King Size Bedsheet Block Print Furnishing product 102*108 Inch 1600 2300 2500

4 Queen Size Bedsheet Block Print Furnishing product
90*102 Inch 

1100 1300 1500

5 single bed sheet Block Print Furnishing product 60*90Inch 450 700 1000

6 Cushion Cover Block Print Furnishing product 16*16Inch 150 250 400

7 Cushion  Cover Block Print Furnishing product 18*18Inch 230 300 450

8 Cushion  Cover Block Print Furnishing product 22*22Inch 300 450 550

9 Cushion  Cover Block Print Furnishing product 24*24Inch 550 650 800

10 Table Cloth Six Seater Block Print Furnishing product 60*90Inch 450 700 1000

11 Table Cloth Eight Seater/Ten Seater Block Print Furnishing product 60*120Inch 900 1300 1700

12 Round Table Cloth Four Seater Block Print Furnishing product 60 inch 700 900 1200

13 Round Table Cloth Eight/Ten Seater Block Print Furnishing product 90 inch 1100 1500 1800

14 Duvet cover Block Print Furnishing product 60*90Inch 2500 3000 4000

15 Duvet cover Block Print Furnishing product 90*108Inch 3500 4000 4500

16 Table Cloth Mat (Canvas Fabric) Block Print Furnishing product 13*19Inch 100 130 150

17 Dining Table Napkin Block Print Furnishing product 20*20Inch 100 130 150

18 Coaster Block Print Furnishing product 5 Inch rund 30 50 79

19 Curtain Block Print Furnishing product 60*90Inch 450 700 1000

20 Running Fabric Block Print Furnishing product 60*90Inch 210 250 400

21
White on White Mal-Mal Raliya 
(singal) Kantha Furnishing products

60*90 Inch 
(Singal ) 2500 3000 5500

22
White on White Mal-Mal  Raliya 
(Double) Kantha Furnishing products

90*108Inch 
(Double Size) 4000 5500 10000

S.n Product Name Product Type Size 

Amount in INR

Light  design
Medium 
design

Heavy 
design

23
White on White Mal-Mal ( Baby 
)Raliya Kantha Furnishing products

55*35 Inch (Baby 
Raliya) 1000 1700 2500

24
Block print with  Mal-Mal Raliya 
(singal) Kantha Furnishing products 60*90 Inch (Singal ) 3000 5000 7500

25
Block print with  Mal-Mal Raliya  
(Double) Kantha Furnishing products

90*108Inch (Double 
Size) 5500 7000 12000

26
Block print with  Mal-Mal Raliya 
( Baby ) Kantha Furnishing products

55*35 Inch (Baby 
Raliya) 1200 2500 3500

27 Recycle kantha quilt Kantha Furnishing products 54*74 inch 2000 3500 5500

28 Recycle kantha quilt Kantha Furnishing products
90*90Inch (Double 
Size) 4000 6000 10000

29 Recycle kantha quilt (Baby) Kantha Furnishing products
55*35 Inch (Baby 
Raliya) 1000 1700 2500

30 Recycle Cushion  Cover Block Print Furnishing product 18*18Inch 400 500 600

31 Recycle Cushion  Cover Block Print Furnishing product 22*22Inch 700 1000 1200

32 Recycle Cushion  Cover Block Print Furnishing product 24*24Inch 800 1200 1600

33
Zig-Zag  Indigo Tote Bag with 
Red Tassel Accessories 17*18Inch 600 800 950

34 Beach Bag Accessories 20*10*18 Inch 700 900 1100

35 Mal-Mal Bag Accessories 13*16 Inch 50 70 100

36 Laptop Bag Big  Accessories 12*16 Inch 600 800 1000

37 Block print Bags  Accessories
12*16Inch 
(30cm*40cm) 150 200 350

38 Block Print Yoga Met Accessories 30*70 Inch 600 800 1200

39 Baby Crib Bumper Baby Bedding 10*160 Inch 2000 2500 3500

40 Block Print Cotton  Kurta Block Printed Garments  S,M,L,XXL 1000 1500 2000

41
Block Print Trousers  or Paijama 
Pants Block Printed Garments  S,M,L,XXL 500 800 1100

42 Block Print  Skirt Block Printed Garments  S,M,L,XXL 1500 2000 3500

43 Block Print  Shorts Block Printed Garments  S,M,L,XXL 400 600 900

44 Cotton Block Print  Gown Block Printed Garments  S,M,L,XL,XXL 1500 2000 5000
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S.n Product Name Product Type Size 
Amount in INR

Light  design
Medium 
design

Heavy 
design

45 Block Print cotton Plazzo Block Printed Garments  S,M,L,XL,XXL 600 1200 2000

46
Block Print Waist Length 
Jacket Block Printed Garments  S,M,L,XL,XXL 1000 1500 3000

47 Block Print Gents Shirt Block Printed Garments  S,M,L,XL,XXL 1500 2000 3000

48 Block Print Gents Kurta Block Printed Garments  S,M,L,XL,XXL 1500 2000 3000

49 Block Print Payzama Block Printed Garments  S,M,L,XL,XXL 500 800 1100

50
Block print Mal-Mal scarves 
with Tassel Block Printed Garments  78*20 Inch 250 400 500

51
Block print Milk Fabric 
scarves with Tassel Block Printed Garments  78*20 Inch 400 600 1000

52
Block print Kota Doria 
scarves with Tassel Block Printed Garments  78*20 Inch 600 800 1200

53
Block print Kota Khadi 
scarves with Tassel Block Printed Garments  70*28 Inch 300 400 600

54 Girls - TOP -1 Block Printed Garments  0 to 13 Years 400 600 1000

55 Girls - Dress -1 Block Printed Garments  1 to 13 Years 600 800 1000

56
Girls Night wear ( top + 
Bottom) Block Printed Garments  2 to 13 Years 400 600 1000

57 Boys - shirt Block Printed Garments  3 to 13 Years 400 600 1000

58 Boys - Pajama Block Printed Garments  4 to 13 Years 200 300 400

59 Boys - shorts Block Printed Garments  5 to 13 Years 400 600 800

60 Boys - Night wear Block Printed Garments  6 to 13 Years 600 800 1000

61
Block print soft toys Elephant  
with Tassel soft toys 9*7 Inch 400 600 800

62 Block print soft toys monkey soft toys 10*4 Inch 600 800 900

63
Block print soft toys Camel 
with Teashal soft toys 6*7 Inch 300 400 500

64 Block print soft toys Cat   soft toys 8 *7 Inch 300 400 500

65 Block print soft toys tassel soft toys 3 *5 Inch 250 300 400

Thank you for your benevolent patience! 

We will be happy to assist you with details that you may wish to have
regarding various Anoothi products. Please write to us at
jaimala@anoothiindia.com with cc to jaimala@vatsalya.com Or call at 90015-

82999.
Thank you.
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